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When Bitcoin’s price drops, miners are always a popular scapegoat. And the

“miners are selling” narrative just won’t die off no matter how much contradictory

data exists. Last week, when the price dropped nearly 30% to just above $30,000,

this idea resurfaced. It’s important to understand that miner selling habits have

been extremely steady for months.

OPINION: STOP BLAMING MINERS FOR
EVERYTHING

by Sam Bourgi, writing for Cointelegraph

BlackRock, the world’s largest asset manager, could be preparing its entry into

the Bitcoin derivatives market, according to a pair of filings with the United

States Securities and Exchange Commission, or SEC. The two prospectus filings

— BlackRock Funds V and BlackRock Global Allcoation Fund, Inc. — appeared

on the SEC website on Wednesday. Both filings mention the possibility of using

Bitcoin derivatives and other assets as part of its investment scheme.

BLACKROCK’S NEW SEC FILINGS LIST BITCOIN
DERIVATIVES AS POSSIBLE INVESTMENT
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The number of Bitcoin nodes is at an all-time high, with 11,558 reachable nodes

currently active, according to Bitnodes.io. Another Bitcoin network statistics

tracker, coin.dance, calculates the total number of Bitcoin nodes at 11,613, which is

just above the previous high of 11,250 set one year ago this month. The Bitcoin

Core software update 0.21.0 was released for public download on Jan. 14 2021 and is

currently the fourth most utilized version of the software among nodes.

BITCOIN NODE COUNT HITS NEW ALL-
TIME HIGH

by Robert Stevens, writing

for Decrypt

Bitcoin miners have earned

as much as they have in the

past two years as they did

in the first decade of

Bitcoin’s existence. The

impressive factoid, pointed

out by Rafael Schultze-

Kraft, CTO of data metrics

site Glassnode, draws on

Glassnode’s data for

cumulative Bitcoin miner

revenue. Cumulative

revenue hit $20 billion

earlier this week.

BITCOIN MINING
REVENUE HITS
$20 BILLION,
DOUBLING IN
TWO YEARS

by Cyrus McNally, writing for Cointelegraph
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While Bitcoin and a variety of digital currencies have swelled in value, a number of

critics have spread fear, uncertainty, and doubt (FUD) in regard to the energy

consumption proof-of-work (PoW) cryptocurrencies leverage to produce new units of

currency. Just recently, software engineer Stephen Diehl expressed his dissatisfaction

over the environmental cost of Bitcoin. However, cryptocurrency supporters believe

Diehl failed to mention the amount of renewable energy used by a great number of

mining facilities, alongside the insurmountable cost to operate today’s banking system.

BTC ENERGY USAGE IS FAR MORE EFFICIENT
AND GREENER THAN BANKING SYSTEM
by Jamie Redman, writing for Bitcoin.com

by Terence Zimwara, writing for Bitcoin.com

Former Canadian prime minister Stephen Harper has mentioned Bitcoin alongside

gold as assets that can possibly act as alternative reserve currencies. However, the

former premier still argues that despite the growing questions about the dollar’s

reserve status, he does not see any real prospect of that changing anytime soon.

Instead, he envisions these alternatives becoming part of a basket of reserves in

which the dollar still dominates.

FORMER CANADIAN PM MENTIONS BTC
AS ALTERNATIVE RESERVE CURRENCY

by Turner Wright, writing for Cointelegraph

Bitcoiners mining cryptocurrency at home this winter have been staving off

freezing temperatures by putting them to good use as heaters. According to the

Wall Street Journal, crypto miners in France and the United States report their

overall heating costs have dropped  — even if the temperature in their homes

often gets far above what they’d prefer.

CRYPTO WINTER: BITCOINERS USE MINING
RIGS AS HEATERS AS TEMPERATURES DROP

by Greg Thomson, writing for Cointelegraph

Gaming hardware giant Nvidia has addressed the ongoing shortage of its new

RTX 3000 product line after high demand from gamers, and to a lesser extent,

cryptocurrency miners, pushed up prices and cut availability.

GAMERS ARE STILL NVIDIA’S MASTERS,
BUT ETHER MINERS COULD CHANGE THAT

by Ledger Insights

The Mobility Open

Blockchain Initiative (MOBI)

released the second

installment of its Vehicle

Identity Standard, VID II.

Leading names in the auto

industry are collaborating on

the project in a working group

chaired by BMW and Ford.

MOBI, BMW, FORD
RELEASE SECOND
BLOCKCHAIN
VEHICLE IDENTITY
STANDARD

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

This week in Unconfirmed,

Meltem Demirors, CSO at

Coinshares, and Nic Carter,

general partner at Castle Island

Ventures discuss Bitcoin layer

2s, why do they exist, how

they work and much more.

Listen to the episode here.
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